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Introduction:  We present observations of Venus obtained at the IRTF with the SpeX spectrograph over a period 
from May 2001 through December 2018. Observations focused on Venus’s nightside. Campaigns were scheduled 
just before or after Venus’s inferior conjunctions. In total there were 11 separate observing campaigns (5/2001; 
9/2002; 5/2004; 7/2004; 2/2006; 7/2007; 9/2007; 12/2010; 9/2015; 4/2017; 11/2018),  ranging in length from 4 to 21 
days. Each observing session consists of imaging with the SpeX guide camera through two filters, “cont-K” (2.26 
µm, 1.5%) and “Brγ” (2.166 µm, 1.5%), and most sessions also included image cubes (0.8 - 2.5 µm, R = ~300) 
obtained with the PRISM mode spectrograph. The two most recent campaigns in 2017 and 2018 also included guide 
camera images at 1.74 µm (2.3%) and with the FeII filter (1.644 µm, 1.5%) and spectral image cubes at R = ~2000 
in H- and K-bands. Campaigns scheduled before inferior conjunction consist of evening observations, generally less 
than 2 hours from the first to the last images; campaigns that followed conjunctions could last up to 4 hours of 
morning observations, up to about 10 AM local HST.
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Figure 1. The right panel shows an image taken on 5-DEC-2018 with the SpeX guide camera in the cont-K 
filter. Spatial resolutions of 0.5” or better are routinely achieved by selecting and stacking subsets of the sharpest 
images. The left panel shows a PRISM-mode image cube from 27-NOV-2018 with slices highlighting the CO2 
windows at 1.74 and 2.30 µm.

Applications of the Observations: The guide camera images are useful for cloud-tracking applications. In the 
best cases (4-hour observing windows), cloud velocities in the middle and lower cloud decks can be obtained with 
rms errors of 3 m/s. The spectra constrain cloud particle sizes, cloud acidity and map the abundances of trace gases 
CO, H2O and OCS. 
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